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In the context of global climate change, understanding the causes and 

consequences of oscillations in populations is a central objective for ecologists. We 

utilized long-term (1990-2009) field data to investigate the influence of population size 

and extrinsic environmental factors on the demographic parameters of golden-mantled 

ground squirrels (Callospermophilus lateralis; formerly, Spermophilus lateralis). 

Moreover, we examined how these influences are translated at the population level.  

Survival varied by sex and age class, with highest survival for adult females 

(Φ=0.519, 95% CI: 0.462, 0.576) and lowest survival for juvenile males (Φ=0.120, 95% 

CI: 0.094, 0.152). There was evidence that population size negatively influenced 

survival with a time lag of 1 year. Among the extrinsic environmental factors considered, 

rainfall and an index of predator abundance substantially influenced survival. Breeding 

probability (probability that a female successfully weans ≥1 pups) was higher  for older 

females (Ψ=0.717, 95% CI=0.639 - 0.79) than for yearlings (Ψ=0.313, 95% CI: 0.228, - 

0.412). There was evidence that rainfall negatively influenced breeding probability of 

both older and yearling females with a time lag of 1 year. Litter size ranged 1-8 pups, 
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with a mean of 4.81 (95% CI: 4.532, 5.08). There was no evidence that litter size varied 

among age classes or over time, or was influenced by population size or extrinsic 

environmental factors. 

The year-to-year deterministic population growth rate was highly variable, 

ranging from 0.445 to 1.244, and was below replacement (λ<1) for 10 out of 18 years. 

Using 50,000 simulations and assuming a uniform independently and identically 

distributed environment, the stochastic population growth rate, λs was 0.912 suggesting 

an 8.8% annual population decline. This result was less than the deterministic growth 

rate of the mean matrix, λM (0.944) but it was similar to the overall deterministic growth 

rate (λ=0.905, 95% CI: 0.812-0.998) which was based on pooled data. As a result of 

lower-level elasticity analysis, the deterministic population growth rate was most 

sensitive to proportionate changes in adult survival. All three measures of stochastic 

elasticity indicated that λs was proportionately most sensitive to juvenile survival. The 

GMGS population is predicted to decline with probability of extinction approaching 90% 

in 50 years for the density-independent model. When density-dependence and 

immigration were included in our model the risk of extinction was reduced to zero.  

Our results suggest that population size and extrinsic environmental factors do not 

affect all demographic variables in the same fashion and both factors act in concert to 

influence the size of our study population. As environmental variability is likely to 

exacerbate the fluctuations in GMGS abundance, the likelihood that the population falls 

below a critical threshold will increase. Therefore, the effects of an increased 

environmental stochasticity may amplify the risk of quasi-extinction of this population. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

While extinctions are a natural part of the evolutionary process, current extinction 

rates are estimated to be between 1,000 and 10,000 times the norm, and are solely 

human-induced (Pimm et al. 1995; Rosser and Mainka 2002). The combined effects of 

landscape modification, resource-exploitation, invasive species introduction, and 

accelerated greenhouse-gas production greatly alter the biosphere (Krauss et al.; Lee 

and Jetz 2008; Rosser and Mainka 2002). Increased greenhouse-gas emission is 

changing the Earth’s climate and is a major cause of concern for biodiversity as climate 

change affects the geographical distribution, physiology, phenology, and demography of 

organisms (Bernstein et al. 2007; Jenouvrier et al. 2009; Parmesan 2006).  

Although virtually all natural populations experience stochastic environmental 

variations, a growing body of evidence indicates that global climate change impacts 

both the mean and variance of climatic parameters, with especially pronounced effects 

in high altitude and latitude habitats. Organisms living in such ecosystems are 

particularly vulnerable; species occupying these habitats were the first to go extinct due 

to climate change (Bernstein et al. 2007; Jenouvrier et al. 2009; Parmesan and Yohe 

2003). However, the direct impacts of anthropogenic climate change have been 

reported on every continent (Parmesan 2006). Therefore, climate-induced biodiversity 

loss is a global concern which has received much attention in a plethora of syntheses, 

such as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and the Millennium 

Ecosystem Assessment. 

The objective of my thesis was to examine the effects of environmental variability 

from a demographic perspective. To mitigate the potential ecological consequences of 
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stochastic environments, it is critical to understand how the demography, dynamics, and 

persistence of populations are affected by the increasing environmental variability 

(Boyce et al. 2006). Although I did not explicitly study climate change, its effects are 

expressed through the increased variability of environmental variables which influence 

vital rates and, consequently, population growth rates (Bernstein et al. 2007). Therefore, 

to quantify the effect of environmental stochasticity, I examined the relative role of 

climatic factors, predation, and density-dependence (DD) in the dynamics of a 

temporally oscillating vertebrate population. The relative importance of such density-

independent (DID) and density-dependent mechanisms is a topic that is still hotly 

debated among population ecologists (Leirs et al. 1997). 

Hence, I studied the demographic consequences of DD and environmental 

variability by utilizing a demographic data set from a 19-year (1990-2008) study on a 

golden-mantled ground squirrel (Callospermophilus lateralis; formerly, Spermophilus 

lateralis; hereafter, GMGS) (Helgen et al. 2009) population. The reliability of inference 

drawn from demographic studies depends largely on the availability and quality of data. 

The golden-mantled ground squirrel data consisted of long-term, capture-mark-

recapture (CMR) data and it encompassed annual census counts which alleviated the 

need for estimating detection probability.  

This study was conducted at the Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory (RMBL) 

near Crested Butte, Colorado (38o58’N, 106o59’W, elevation 2890m), a subalpine site 

where the climatic effects are pronounced due to climate change and several climate-

related research projects are underway (Inouye et al. 2000; Ozgul et al. In press). 

Detailed data on climatic variables were acquired from the U.S. Environmental 
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Protection Agency Weather Station at RMBL. I obtained environmental data such as the 

first day that snow melt exposed bare ground from personal observations by a local 

resident, Billy Barr. Having access to both demographic and climatic data allowed for a 

full demographic analysis in which the relative roles of abiotic and other potentially 

important factors could be examined with respect to the population dynamics of the 

golden-mantled ground squirrel population.  

In my thesis, I attempted to answer two major questions:  (1) how do density-

dependent and –independent factors influence the demographic rates, and (2) how are 

these influences translated at the population level. To address these questions it was 

necessary to estimate age-specific vital rates (survival, breeding probability, and litter 

size) and evaluated the effects of various factors on these vital rates. Therefore, the 

second chapter is dedicated to parameter estimation.  

The analysis described in the second chapter revealed strong evidence of density-

dependent and the extrinsic environmental (current summer rainfall) effects on survival 

and strong impact of climatic factors (previous summer rainfall) on breeding probability. 

The third chapter built on these findings and investigated the standalone and combined 

effects of density-dependence and environmental stochasticity on the long-term 

population growth of the golden-mantled ground squirrel population.  

Therefore, the following two chapters investigate the causes and consequences of 

the temporal fluctuations exhibited by the ground squirrel population. The analysis 

focuses on the population dynamic consequences of density-dependence and 

environmental stochasticity. 
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CHAPTER 2 
I RELATIVE INFLUENCE OF POPULATION DENSITY, CLIMATE, AND PREDATION 

ON THE DEMOGRAPHY OF A SUBALPINE SPECIES 

Introduction 

Identifying and quantifying the causes and consequences of temporal fluctuations 

in vertebrate populations is a persistent challenge in ecology (Coulson et al. 2001; Oli 

and Armitage 2004; Williams et al. 2001). Factors that drive population dynamics may 

be density-dependent (DD) or density-independent (DID). It is generally believed that 

DD feedback mechanisms play an important role in regulating populations (Hone and 

Sibly 2002; Royama 1992; Turchin 2003), but several studies suggest that density-

dependence and extrinsic  environmental factors act synergistically to determine 

dynamics and thus regulation of populations (Clutton-Brock and Coulson 2002; Coulson 

et al. 2001; Coulson et al. 2008; Leirs et al. 1997). However, the relative roles of DD, 

climatic factors, predation, and intrinsic influences on population dynamics remain 

poorly understood in most species (Den Boer and Reddingius 1996; Tamarin 1978). 

The impact of abiotic factors on population dynamics may be intensifying as a 

result of global climate change. A growing body of evidence demonstrates that the 

earth’s climate is changing and that these changes will influence both the mean and 

variance of climatic variables (Bernstein et al. 2007). Consequently, these changes are  

already affecting the physiology, phenology, and demography of several species, 

particularly those species occupying high altitude and latitude habitats (Bernstein et al. 

2007; Frederiksen et al. 2008; Hughes 2000; Inouye et al. 2000; Jenouvrier et al. 2009; 

Parmesan 2006; Regehr et al., 2010). Global climate change may induce changes in 

the length of summer or winter seasons; therefore, influence of global climate change 

on hibernating species is likely to be substantial (Inouye et al. 2000). Species 
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distributions and life history traits also may be altered (McLaughlin et al. 2002). In order 

to mitigate the potential ecological consequences of such changes, it is critical to 

understand how the fluctuating environmental factors influence the demographic 

parameters, dynamics, and persistence of populations (Boyce et al. 2006; Jenouvrier et 

al. 2009). Because population growth rates are determined by demographic parameters 

(Caswell 2001; Oli and Armitage 2004), population-level impacts of anticipated global 

climatic change are mediated through vital demographic rates (Jenouvrier et al. 2009; 

Krebs 2002, 1995). Therefore, to decipher the relative roles of population density, 

predation, and climatic factors in determining population dynamics in stochastic 

environments, one must first understand their relative impacts on vital demographic 

rates. 

The golden-mantled ground squirrels (Callospermophilus lateralis; formerly, 

Spermophilus lateralis; hereafter, GMGS) (Helgen et al. 2009) is a hibernating species 

occupying montane habitats in western North America (Ferron 1985, Bartels and 

Thompson 1993). At a subalpine location in the Rocky Mountains, where climate 

change has been shown to have impacted several species (Inouye et al. 2000), a free 

ranging GMGS population exhibited substantial fluctuations (Figure. 2-1). The long-term 

(20 years) monitoring of this species allowed us to investigate the relative influence of 

population density and extrinsic factors on GMGS vital rates. Our objectives were to: (1) 

provide estimates of age-specific survival rates, breeding probabilities, and litter size; 

(2) evaluate the effects of sex, population size (with and without time-lag), and extrinsic 

environmental factors (predation, previous and current summer rainfall, and previous 
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and current year’s first day of bare ground) on these rates; and (3) compare the relative 

influence of DD and DID factors on vital rates. 

Matrials and Methods 

Study Area and Species 

Our research was conducted at the Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory (RMBL) 

near Crested Butte, Colorado (38o58’N, 106o59’W, elevation 2890m), USA. The 13-ha 

study area was situated on a primarily open subalpine meadow that was interspersed 

with willow (Salix sp.) and aspen (Populus tremuloides) stands (Van Vuren 2001). The 

meadow was bordered on the west and south by the East River and Copper Creek, and 

on the north and east by aspen forest. 

 The GMGS is a diurnal, asocial species whose distribution spans a broad 

elevational gradient from 1,220 to 3,965 m above sea level, where it occupies open 

habitats such as rocky mountain slopes adjoining grasslands, areas of scattered 

chaparral, and margins of mountain meadows (Bartels and Thompson 1993; Ferron 

1985). GMGS hibernate to cope with food shortages during long winters. The entrance 

to and emergence from hibernation both vary depending on altitude and amount of 

snowfall (Bartels and Thompson 1993).  

At our study site, adult squirrels typically emerged from hibernation at about the 

time of snow-melt or before, in late May or early June. The breeding season began 

shortly after emergence and pups emerged from natal burrows during late June to mid-

July. The entire population entered hibernation by late August or early September. The 

GMGS is considered omnivorous (Bartels and Thompson 1993), but in our study area 

their diet appeared to consist mainly of herbaceous vegetation such as grasses and 

forbs, whose growth is stimulated by snow melt. After emergence, they gain weight 
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rapidly, storing fat for overwinter survival and to sustain gestation the next spring until 

green vegetation starts growing again (Phillips 1984). Numerous mammalian and avian 

predators prey on GMGS (Bartels and Thompson 1993), but in our study area, we 

observed predation only by red foxes (Vulpes vulpes) and long-tailed weasels (Mustela 

frenata). 

Field Methods 

For 20 consecutive years (1990-2009), GMGS were live-trapped augmented by 

almost daily observations during the active season (May to late August). Squirrels were 

trapped during late May-early June, for the  annual census and marking of the resident 

population; late June-mid July, for trapping and marking emerging litters; and late July 

and again late August, for weighing squirrels and renewing marks. Observations and 

opportunistic trapping were conducted almost daily throughout the summer in order to 

capture and mark new immigrants and renew marks on residents. 

Squirrels were captured with single-door Tomahawk live-traps (12.7 x 12.7 x 40.6 

cm) baited with a mixture of sunflower seeds and peanut butter. Newly captured 

squirrels received a noncorrosive metal tag in each ear. Squirrels were distinctly dye-

marked with fur dye for visual recognition, and weight, sex, ear tag numbers, and 

reproductive condition were recorded. All juveniles were trapped at first emergence from 

their natal burrow, and litter size as well as the mother’s identification was recorded. 

Animal handling followed protocols approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee at 

the University of California, Davis and met guidelines recommended by the American 

Society of Mammalogists (Gannon and Sikes 2007). 

Age was known for 704 squirrels that were initially captured as juveniles at their 

natal burrow. For an additional 127 squirrels (immigrant adults), exact age was not 
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known; however, immigrant juveniles (<1 year) could be differentiated from adults based 

on body mass. 

Population Size and Predation 

We determined population size by counting individuals because we continued 

trapping and marking until all squirrels in the study area were trapped and identified 

each year; therefore the capture probability was ≈ 1 throughout the study period.  

Predation (pred) was measured as an index and it was quantified as the number of 

predation events per year, with a predation event scored if observed or if a squirrel 

abruptly disappeared when red foxes or long-tailed weasels were active in the study 

site. 

Abiotic Covariates 

Climatic factors considered in this study included summer rainfall during the 

current (raint) and previous year (raint-1), and first day that snow melt exposed bare 

ground during the current (bgt) and previous year (bgt-1). These variables were used as 

temporal covariates in our CMR analysis and they were selected based on a priori 

hypotheses that they influence GMGS demographic parameters (apparent survival 

rates, breeding probabilities, and litter size; hereafter survival, BP, LS, respectively). 

Data on climatic variables were obtained from the U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency Weather Station at RMBL and from B. Barr (personal communication). 

Summer rain may prolong the growth of forbs and grasses that began when snow 

melted. Therefore, due to its effect on primary production, summer rainfall may be a 

good predictor of squirrel vital rates (Klinger 2007; Sherman and Runge 2002). Summer 

rainfall was calculated by summing the mean daily rainfall for the months of June and 

July; August precipitation was excluded because squirrels then are close to hibernation. 
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The duration of snow cover is suggested to influence the length of the growing 

season, hence squirrel food availability  (Bronson 1979; Van Vuren and Armitage 1991). 

During years of food shortage GMGS may curtail reproduction in favor of survival 

(Phillips 1984; Sherman and Runge 2002). In addition, time of snowmelt affects the 

length of time squirrels are exposed to predation (Bronson 1979). Consequently, the 

first day of bare ground (i.e., no snow cover) may also be a good predictor of squirrel 

demographic parameters. For the investigation of lag effects, data were required from 

the year preceding the commencement of the study (1989), which were not available for 

all variables. Therefore, summer rainfall and population size data for 1989 were 

obtained by averaging the values from 1990 and 1991.  

Survival Analysis 

We used multistate CMR models (Williams et al. 2001) implemented in Program 

MARK (White and Burnham 1999) using RMark interface (Laake and Rextad 2009). We 

considered 2 states based on 2 age-classes (juvenile: [<1yr olds]; adults: [≥1yr olds]), 

and estimated and modeled the state-specific apparent annual survival (Φ), recapture 

(p), and transition (ψ ) rates. Preliminary analyses revealed that capture probability was 

close to 1.0 (≥0.99); therefore we fixed p to 1.00 for all models. Conditional on survival, 

the transition rate xyψ  indicates the probability of transition from state x to y the following 

year. Surviving juveniles automatically advanced to adult state the next year and 

remained adults for the rest of their life cycle. Hence, juvenile to adult and adult to adult 

transition rates were fixed to 1.0.  

The goodness-of-fit (GOF) of our fully time-dependent general multistate model 

was tested with software UCARE V2.3 (Choquet et al. 2005b), and the over-dispersion 
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parameter (ĉ) was calculated as the 2χ  divided by the degrees of freedom (Burnham 

and Anderson 2002). There was no evidence for lack of fit or over-dispersion of data 

(χ2
35= 37.785, P=0.343, ĉ=1.08). 

We employed Akaike’s Information Criterion, corrected for small sample size 

(AICc) for model comparison, statistical inferences, and to select the most parsimonious 

model from a candidate model set (Burnham and Anderson 2002). Model comparison 

was based on the differences in AICc values (∆AIC c). The model associated with the 

lowest AICc value was considered the best and models with ∆AIC c ≤2 were treated as 

equally representative of the underlying data. The slope parameter (β) and the 95% 

confidence interval for β indicated the direction and magnitude of the relationship 

between each parameter and covariate (Gaillard et al. 1997; Ozgul et al. 2007). 

The stepwise approach was employed in the CMR analysis. First, we considered 

the additive and interactive effects of age class (juveniles and adults [≥1yr olds]) and 

sex on GMGS survival. Using the most parsimonious age and sex model as the base 

model, we tested for the additive and interactive effects of time. Second, we tested for 

the additive and interactive effects of current (Nt) and previous year’s population size 

(Nt-1) to test for direct- and delayed -density-dependence, respectively. The size of the 

study site was constant for the duration of the study; therefore, we considered 

population size (not population density) as a time-dependent covariate for these 

analyses. Third, we tested for the additive and interactive effects of extrinsic 

environmental factors (pred, raint, raint-1, bgt, and bgt-1). The most parsimonious model 

identified in step 1 was used as a base model for these analyses. Fourth, we tested for 

the additive and interactive effects of covariates in the best DD (Nt-1) and DID (raint, 
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raint-1 and pred) models. We compared AICc values for the most parsimonious model 

that included the effects of population size only, extrinsic variables only, and both 

population size and extrinsic factors, to evaluate the influence of DD and extrinsic 

factors (and combination thereof) on sex and age-specific survival of GMGS. In order to 

determine the relative importance of our predictor variables, for each variable, we 

summed the Akaike weights for all models in the candidate set that contained the 

variable (Anderson 2008). The predictor variable with the largest sum or predictor 

weight was considered to be the most important. Finally, in order to address model 

selection uncertainty, we performed model averaging using all models from step 1 to 

calculate model-averaged estimate of sex- and age-specific survival (Burnham and 

Anderson 2002). 

Analysis of Reproductive Parameters 

We considered 2 components of reproductive rates: (1) breeding probability, BP 

(i.e., the probability that a female weans ≥1 pups, conditional on survival (Doherty et al. 

2004; Ozgul et al. 2007)); and (2) litter size, LS (i.e., number of weaned juveniles that 

emerged from natal burrows (Ozgul et al. 2007)). We utilized logistic regression to 

estimate and model BP. This approach was adequate because capture probability was 

1.0 for every year of the study. Zero-truncated Poisson regression (generalized linear 

models (GLM) with Poisson distribution and log link function) was used for LS analysis. 

We used the same stepwise approach as described previously for the survival analysis 

to determine the influence of extrinsic and intrinsic factors on LS and BP. In contrast 

with survival analysis, however, sex effect was not relevant for reproductive parameters 

because only the female segment of the population was examined. We considered 2 

age-classes (yearling [=1yr olds] and older [≥2yr olds] females) for the reproductive 
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analysis of adult females. GLM analyses were conducted in program R (R Development 

Core Team 2009). 

Results 

Population Size and Composition 

Total population size fluctuated markedly, ranging from 24 individuals in 1999 and 

2000 to 140 squirrels in 2005. The number of individuals of each sex and age class also 

exhibited similar fluctuations during the study period (Figure. 2-1).  

Age, Sex, and Time Effects for Survival 

There was very strong evidence (∆AIC c >50) that both sex and age substantially 

influenced apparent survival (models 3 and 4 vs. model 5, Appendix A1). The most 

parsimonious model showed an additive effect of age and sex (model 1, Appendix A1); 

annual survival rate was highest for adult females (Φ=0.519, 95% CI: 0.462, 0.576) and 

lowest for juvenile males (Φ=0.120, 95% CI: 0.094, 0.152), while survival estimates for 

juvenile females (Φ=0.310, 95% CI: 0.265, 0.359) and adult males (Φ=0.247, 95% CI: 

0.197, 0.306) were intermediate with overlapping CI. Using model 1 in Appendix A1 as 

a base model, we tested for the additive and interactive effect of time on survival to 

investigate temporal variation in sex- and age-specific survival. The most parsimonious 

model included an additive effect of age, sex, and time (model 1, Appendix A2), 

suggesting that survival varied substantially over time but sex- and age-specific 

differences remained constant over time (Figure. 2-2).  

Direct and Delayed Density-Dependence (DD) for Survival 

The analysis of the effect of current (Nt) and previous year’s (Nt-1) population size 

on survival indicated that the most parsimonious DD survival model included an additive 

effect of age, sex, and Nt-1 (model 1, Appendix B1). Indeed, Nt-1 negatively influenced 
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survival (β=-0.011, 95% CI: -0.015, -0.006) of squirrels of both sexes and age classes 

(Figure. 2-3a-d). We note that models 2-7 in Appendix B1 also had considerable 

support; however, all of these models included effects of Nt-1, providing strong evidence 

for delayed DD effects on survival. 

Effects of Abiotic Factors for Survival 

The investigation of the impact of abiotic factors (raint, raint-1, bgt, and bgt-1) on 

survival revealed that the best extrinsic survival model included an additive delayed 

effect of summer rainfall (raint-1), and an interactive effect between age and summer 

rainfall of the current year (raint) (model 1, Appendix B2). There was evidence for the 

positive effect of raint-1 on survival which was not significant (β=0.005, 95% CI: -0.001, 

0.01). Current year’s summer rainfall, raint, negatively influenced the survival of 

juveniles (β=-0.008, 95% CI: -0.013, -0.004), but not that of adults (β=0.001, 95% CI: -

0.004, -0.007). Since ∆AIC c between models 1 and 2 was < 2 (Appendix B2), and raint 

had substantial impact on survival we included both models for subsequent analyses. 

Predation Effect for Survival 

The analysis of the effect of all extrinsic environmental factors on survival 

(Appendix B3) showed that the most parsimonious DID model included an additive 

effect of sex, age, and pred and an interactive effect of age and raint (model 1, 

Appendix B3). Predation negatively influenced survival of all age and sex classes (β=-

0.033, 95% CI: -0.054, -0.012).  

DD vs. DID Models for Survival 

We compared the best DD (model 1, Appendix B1) and DID (model 1, Appendix 

B3) models to evaluate the relative influence of DD and DID factors on squirrel survival. 

There was strong evidence that both DD (Nt-1) and DID (raint) factors influenced survival 
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(models 5 and 17 vs. model 20, Appendix B4). The most parsimonious model (model 1, 

Appendix B4) included an additive effect of Nt-1 (β=-0.010, 95% CI: -0.015, -0.006) and 

an interactive effect between age and raint (for juveniles, β=-0.008, 95% CI: -0.012, -

0.003; for adults, β=0.004, 95% CI: -0.001, 0.009). These results suggested that Nt-1 

negatively influenced survival of both sexes and age classes. In this final model, raint 

had no effect on adult survival; however, it impacted juvenile squirrel survival negatively. 

We quantified the relative importance of population density and extrinsic factors by 

summing the Akaike weights for all models from Appendix B4 that contained each 

variable. The sum of AIC weights for Nt-1, raint, pred, and raint-1 were 0.999, 0.979, 

0.351, and 0.307, respectively, indicating that pred and raint-1 were considerably less 

important in explaining survival than the other 2 variables. 

Breeding Probability (BP) 

Although yearling female squirrels frequently reproduced, older (≥2yr old) females 

represented the main reproductive segment of the squirrel population. With the 

exception of 2003, the percentage of adult females reproducing was higher for older 

than yearling females (Figure. 2-4a). 

Age, Sex, and Time Effects for BP 

There was strong evidence for age-specific (yearling vs. older females) differences 

in BP (∆AICc >30 and wi=1; model 1 vs. 2, Appendix C1). The estimated BP for older 

females was higher (Ψ=0.717, 95% CI=0.639 - 0.79) than for yearlings (Ψ=0.313, 95% 

CI: 0.228, - 0.412). Next, we tested for the effect of time on BP, but there was no 

evidence for temporal variation in this vital rate (model 2 vs. 3, Appendix C1). The effect 

of time may not be evident due to small sample size. Hence, we employed a model that 

included the age effect for all subsequent analysis. 
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Direct and Delayed Density Dependence for BP 

All models investigating effects of population size on BP are provided in Appendix 

C2. The best DD model included an additive effect of age and Nt (model 1, Appendix 

C2). There was strong support (∆AIC c >2) for the positive effect of Nt (model 1 vs.8, 

Appendix C2) on BP of both age classes (β=0.014, 95% CI: 0.005, 0.023). 

Abiotic Impacts for BP 

The most parsimonious model (model 1, Appendix C3) showed evidence for 

interactive effects of age and raint-1 (model 1 vs. 8, Appendix C3) where raint-1 

negatively influenced the breeding probability of both older (β=-0.004, 95% CI: -0.013, 

0.006) and yearling (β=-0.033, 95% CI: -0.051, -0.016) females. 

Predation Effect for BP 

When we considered predation as an additional extrinsic factor in our analysis, the 

best resulting model was still the same as model 1 in Appendix C3. Thus, there was no 

evidence that predation affected BP.  

DD vs. DID Models for BP 

Although, the most parsimonious model included both DD and DID components, 

the additive effect of Nt, and the interactive effect of age and raint-1, the model without 

the additive effect of Nt was only 0.22 AIC away (models 1 and 2, Appendix C4). The 

evidence for the relative importance of raint-1, however, was strong (models 1 and 3, 

Appendix C4). Therefore, we chose model 2 (i.e., model with the lowest number of 

parameters) as our most parsimonious model for parameter estimation. 

Litter Size 

Litter size (LS) ranged from 1 to 8 pups (N=139, LS =4.806, 95% CI: 4.532, 5.08) 

with mode of 5 pups per litter (Figure. 2-4b). Unlike BP, age of mothers did not have a 
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major impact on LS (model 1 vs. 2, Appendix D1). There was no evidence for temporal 

variation (model 1 vs. 3, Appendix D1), DD (Appendix D2), or DID (Appendix D3) 

influences on LS. Therefore, the model with constant LS was the most parsimonious, 

with no evidence for the effect of age of mothers or influence of DD and DID factors on 

this variable. 

Discussion 

The effects of DD and DID factors on population growth rate are indirect through 

their influences on vital rates and hence may be unexpected. The subtle and interactive 

process by which these factors impact the vital rates of different segments of structured 

populations is a phenomenon experienced across taxa (Coulson et al. 2001; Jonzén et 

al. 2010; Leirs et al. 1997; Ozgul et al. 2006; Ozgul et al. 2007). Density-dependent 

feedback mechanisms are thought to eventually stabilize populations (Leirs et al. 1997; 

Royama 1992; Turchin 2003) while stochastic variations in environmental factors tend 

to have destabilizing effects on population dynamics (Coulson et al. 2000). 

Consequently, our goal was to disentangle the relative contribution of DD and DID 

factors on our study population in order to tease apart their singular as well as 

combined effects that likely underlie the extensive temporal fluctuation in GMGS 

abundance. Understanding these relationships is even more critical when studying a 

species such as GMGS that occupies habitats that may be sensitive to climate change. 

Our analysis revealed strong evidence for temporal and age- and sex-specific 

variation on survival. Previous studies have also demonstrated the impact of age and 

sex on survival rates of high-elevation sciurid species. Bronson (1979) conducted a 

demographic study on GMGS in California and Sherman et al. (2002) investigated the 

potential causes of the sudden population collapse of a Northern Idaho ground squirrel 
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(Urocitellus brunneus brunneus) population. Both studies reported lower survival rates 

for juvenile versus adult squirrels and lower survival rates for males than for females. 

Although these studies were relatively short term, our results are consistent with the 

pattern they found. The survival estimates in our study site were similar to those 

reported for the Northern Idaho population (Sherman et al. 2002). Nevertheless, our 

juvenile survival rates, especially for males, likely are underestimated because of the 

confounding effects of emigration. 

Consistent with previous studies that examined reproductive parameters of high-

elevation sciurid species (Bronson 1979; Ozgul et al. 2007), we found that older females 

(≥2 yrs of age) were the main reproductive segment of the squirrel population (Figure. 

2-4a). Bronson (1979) reported that many young squirrels failed to reproduce at high 

elevation sites. Likewise, yearlings did not reproduce in 9 out of 19 years in our study 

site. Indeed, there was substantial age-specific difference in breeding probability, with 

older females twice as likely to reproduce as yearlings. Ozgul (2007) reported temporal 

variation on the breeding probability of sub-adult and adult yellow-bellied marmots 

(Marmota flaviventris) at the same approximate locality. However, we did not find 

evidence for temporal variability in breeding probability, which may be a result of our 

small sample size. 

While Ozgul et al. (2007) and Sherman et al. (2002) found support for the effect of 

age and time on litter size, respectively, we found no evidence that LS varied among 

age classes or across years. 

We expected that current year’s population density would have a negative effect 

on survival because crowding during the summer reduces per capita food availability 
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and therefore the squirrels’ ability to store enough fat for overwinter survival. In addition, 

high population density may promote juvenile dispersal, thereby reducing their ‘apparent 

survival’. Unexpectedly, we found that GMGS survival was negatively related with the 

previous year’s population density while there was no support for a same-year effect of 

density. Our second best DD model (model 2, Appendix B1) had considerable support 

(∆AICc =0.84) and indicated interaction between age and last year’s density. According 

to this model, high density had a stronger negative effect on survival of juveniles than 

that of adults. This is not surprising, since juveniles are more likely to disperse and 

settle in poor habitat within the site or leave the study area permanently. Indeed, vital 

rates are suggested to covary closely with population density in small mammals (Klinger 

2007; Leirs et al. 1997; Ozgul et al. 2004), but a lag effect of density on survival was 

unanticipated. We suggest density-dependent habitat selection as a possible 

explanation of delayed density effects on survival. High population density in our study 

area results in increased occupancy of lower quality habitats (K. Ip, unpublished ms.), 

primarily by juveniles. Many of these juveniles originated from high quality areas where 

they presumably were able to accumulate sufficient fat reserves for surviving their first 

winter, but subsequently experience diminished resources for surviving the year after. 

Negative DD effects on vital rates can manifest through intraspecific competition, 

resource availability, and predation (Klinger 2007). The strong effect of predation on 

temperate small mammal populations is well established (Hanski et al. 2001) and 

accordingly, predation negatively influenced GMGS survival in all segments of our study 

population. Although there was strong support for predation in the top DID model, 

predation was not included in the top combined DD and DID model. Since we lacked 
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predator abundance data, we attempted to quantify the effect of predation by recording 

observed or presumed predation events as they were encountered during squirrel 

observations. 

Among small mammals there is evidence for negative DD effects through density-

mediated reproductive suppression (Boonstra 1994; Klinger 2007), but our results 

showed that same-year density had a positive effect on breeding probability. This result 

was perhaps caused by a mate-finding Allee effect (Gascoigne et al. 2009), although 

interpretation was difficult. There was no evidence for the effect of population density on 

litter size. 

In our study, DID influence was expressed in both survival and reproductive rates, 

through the effect of current year’s rainfall and previous year’s rainfall, respectively. The 

literature suggests that increased food availability driven by rainfall improves both vital 

rates (Klinger 2007), but our results showed a negative correlation between rainfall and 

both survival and reproduction. Meadow vegetation in our study area is highly 

productive (Kilgore and Armitage 1978), and it is possible that squirrels experience an 

abundant food supply regardless of additional growth stimulated by summer rainfall. 

Instead, periods of prolonged rainfall may have had a negative effect on squirrels by 

denying them access to food (Bakker et al. 2009); squirrels in our study remained 

underground during rainy weather. Hence, GMGS during rainy summers may have 

entered hibernation with reduced fat reserves for supporting both overwinter survival 

and reproduction the following spring.  

Abiotic variables such as the amount and frequency of precipitation are projected 

to increasingly vary due to a globally changing climate (Bernstein et al. 2007). 
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Stochastic perturbations to vital rates can negatively impact the persistence of 

populations. The GMGS population inhabits a stochastic, high-altitude environment; 

hence increasing perturbations to GMGS vital rates due to changing environmental 

factors can negatively influence the GMGS population. Future research may focus on 

predicting GMGS population dynamics using models that incorporate these stochastic 

processes. 

Population regulation, the process determining sizes of populations, is a 

controversy that is much debated among ecologists. There is general consensus, 

however, that some regulatory mechanisms are responsible for the persistence of most 

natural populations (Dobson and Oli 2001). Fluctuations in population size are due to 

changes in demographic rates and it is essential to understand how vital rates are 

impacted by DD and DID factors.  

Our results showed that DD and DID factors did not affect all vital rates in the 

same fashion. With respect to GMGS survival, both DD (previous year’s population 

density) and DID (current summer rainfall) factors were important. Based on the sum of 

AIC weights, the relative importance of the 4 most critical variables on survival in 

decreasing order was: density the previous year, current summer rainfall, predation, and 

previous summer rainfall. The weights of previous year’s density and current summer 

rainfall were equally high. Leirs et al. (1997) found a strong negative effect of direct DD 

for only adult multi-mammate rats (Mastomys natalensis), while the negative impact of 

delayed DD in our GMGS population was consistent in all age- and sex-classes. 

However, Leirs et al. (1997) did not find a strong extrinsic influence of rainfall, which is 

surprising in an environment where water is a limiting resource.  
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For breeding probability, the top combined model included both DD (current year’s 

population density) and DID (rainfall the previous summer) factors, but the relative 

support was much higher for the model that included the effect of rainfall the previous 

summer. The strong contribution of DID factors to breeding probability was consistent 

with literature suggesting that reproduction of small mammal species is driven primarily 

by DID factors (Coulson et al. 2000; Klinger 2007). 

We conclude that both density-dependent and density-independent factors 

influenced demographic variables of GMGS in our study site, but the pattern of 

influence differed among variables. Extrinsic environmental factors influenced both 

survival and reproduction of squirrels, whereas population density primarily influenced 

survival. Global climate change is predicted to increase variance of several climatic 

variables including those considered in our study. Hence, our GMGS population is likely 

to experience more stochastic variation in demographic variables as well as population 

dynamics. 
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Figure 2-1.  Annual variation in the population size of the GMGS for the period 1990-

2008. Total and age- and sex-specific numbers of squirrels are presented. 
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Figure 2-2.  Model-averaged annual survival estimates with SE for adult (AF) and 

juvenile (JF) female, and adult (AM) and juvenile (JM) male GMGS during 
1990-2007.  All unique models from Table 2-1a and 2-1b were included for 
model averaging. 
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Figure 2-3.  Relationship between previous year’s population size and age and sex 
specific survival. a) adult female survival, b) juvenile female survival, c) adult 
male survival, and d) juvenile male survival. Dotted lines indicate 95% 
confidence intervals.  Parameters were estimated based on model 1 in 
Appendix B1. 
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A 

 

 
B 

 
Figure 2-4.  Breeding probability and distribution of litter size of golden-mantled ground 

squirrels. A) Percentage of yearling and older (≥2yrs of age) females that 
successfully weaned at least 1 pup during 1990-2008., B) Distribution of litter 
size during the study period (1990-2008). 
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CHAPTER 3 
STOCHASTIC POPULATION DYNAMICS OF A GOLDEN-MANTLED GROUND 

SQUIRREL POPULATION 

Introduction 

A central objective for ecologists is to understand the mechanisms that cause 

population fluctuations (Horvitz and Schemske 1995, Kruger 2007). In addition to 

investigating the causes of temporal fluctuations, there has been much interest in 

understanding the effects of environmental variability on vertebrate populations and 

making accurate long-term demographic predictions (Kalisz and McPeek 1993, Boyce 

et al. 2006). It is generally believed that both endogenous (density-dependent; DD) and 

exogenous (density-independent; DID) processes influence population dynamics (Leirs 

et al. 1997, Coulson et al. 2001, Kruger 2007), but the relative roles of DD regulation 

and DID destabilization are still debated (Tamarin 1978, Boyce et al. 2006). With global 

climate change, the effects of DID processes on population dynamics are likely to 

become stronger; therefore, it is critical to understand how stochastic variation and 

density-dependent mechanisms interact to cause fluctuations in abundance and impact 

the future of populations (Parmesan 2006, Bernstein et al. 2007, Grotan et al. 2009).  

Climate change  is likely to be associated with changes in magnitude and 

frequency of environmental events that shape the demography of a species (Jonzén et 

al. 2010). This is likely to exacerbate the effects of environmental variation on 

population demography as organisms are exposed to novel environmental conditions. 

Climate change would impact both the mean and variance of climatic parameters and 

consequently, the mean and variance of demographic rates (survival, breeding 

probability, litter size) (Boyce et al. 2006, Morris et al. 2008). Therefore, in the context of 

global climate change, understanding the demographic effects of environmental 
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variability is critical since these perturbations are likely to influence the long-term growth 

rate, persistence, and resilience of populations (Caswell 2001, Haridas and Tuljapurkar 

2005, Morris et al. 2008). 

Although most species experience temporally changing environments, population 

dynamics are often studied using deterministic matrix models (Caswell 2001, Haridas 

and Tuljapurkar 2005, Jonzén et al. 2010). These assume that environmental 

conditions, and therefore vital rates, remain constant over time (Kalisz and McPeek 

1993). Deterministic analyses may not be informative in changing environments 

because large variation in a vital rate with a small deterministic elasticity may affect the 

population growth rate more than a small change in a less variable vital rate with high 

deterministic elasticity (Jonzén et al. 2010). Consequently, deterministic demography is 

limited in its application as it does not allow for temporal variability in vital rates (Boyce 

et al. 2006).  

The demographic consequences of variation in vital rates are better described in 

the context of stochastic demography (Boyce et al. 2006). Stochastic demographic 

models contain a relationship between the environment and the vital rates, and allow for 

a projection of the population using those vital rates (Caswell 2001, Hunter et al. 2007). 

This relationship describes temporal variation by associating a distinct projection matrix 

with each of several distinct environments. This stochastic modeling framework can be 

used to estimate the long-term growth rate of populations occupying stochastic 

environments (Morris et al. 2006) and to calculate the sensitivity and elasticity of 

stochastic population growth rate to changes in vital rates (Tuljapurkar et al. 2003, 

Haridas and Tuljapurkar 2005). Furthermore, stochastic sensitivity analysis permits the 
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quantification of sensitivity and elasticity of stochastic population growth rate to the 

mean and variance in vital rates (Haridas and Tuljapurkar 2005, Jonzén et al. 2010).  

The golden-mantled ground squirrel (Callospermophilus lateralis; formerly, 

Spermophilus lateralis; hereafter, GMGS) (Helgen et al. 2009) is a hibernating species 

that occupies a subalpine habitat in the Rocky Mountains where the effect of climate 

change on several species has been reported (Inouye et al. 2000, Ozgul et al. In press). 

Over the course of a 19-year study, our discrete population of GMGS exhibited 

substantial fluctuation in population size (Kneip et al. In review). This long-term 

demographic study allowed us to estimate annual vital rates (survival, breeding 

probability, litter size) and revealed strong DD and climatic effects on both survival and 

breeding probability (Kneip et al. In review). The regulatory influence of DD may have 

enabled our population to recover from lows of as few as 5 adult females in 1999 and 

2001 to as high as 29 adult females in 2005. Using deterministic and stochastic 

demographic analyses of these data, we aimed to investigate how density-dependent 

processes interact with environmental stochasticity (ES) to cause fluctuations in the 

abundance of the GMGS population. Our 5-step approach was to: (1) calculate overall 

and yearly deterministic population growth rates; (2) calculate the elasticity of 

deterministic population growth rate (λ) to changes in vital rates; (3) calculate the 

stochastic population growth rate (λs), and its elasticity to changes in the mean and 

variance of matrix elements; (4) quantify the effects of both DD and ES on the long-term 

population growth rate; and (5) project the probability of quasi-extinction under various 

scenarios incorporating density dependence and ES. 
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Materials and Methods 

Study Area and Species 

We conducted our research at the Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory (RMBL) 

near Crested Butte, Colorado (38o58’N, 106o59’W, elevation 2890m), USA, on a 13-ha 

open subalpine meadow. The study area was interspersed with willow (Salix sp.) and 

aspen (Populus tremuloides) stands and was bordered by aspen forest on the north and 

east, and by Copper creek and the East River on the west and south (Van Vuren 2001). 

The golden-mantled ground squirrel is an asocial and diurnal species that occurs 

at a broad range of elevations (~1000-4000m above sea level). It prefers open habitats 

such as mountain meadows and rocky mountain slopes that are adjacent to grasslands 

(Ferron 1985, Bartels and Thompson 1993). The GMGS survives long winters, and 

therefore food shortage, by hibernation. Both altitude and amount of snowfall influence 

squirrels when they commence and end their hibernation period (Ferron 1985, Bartels 

and Thompson 1993). Adult GMGS usually emerge from hibernation around the time of 

snow-melt (late May – early June). The breeding season closely follows emergence and 

soon after pups emerge from natal burrows (late June – mid-July). At the end of 

summer (late August – early September) the squirrels enter hibernation.  

At RMBL, they mainly forage on herbaceous vegetation (forbs and grasses). 

Snow-melt greatly influences the growth of these green, leafy plants and hence impacts 

squirrel food availability. Soon after emerging from hibernating burrows, the squirrels 

begin gaining weight, rapidly storing fat to improve their chances of survival the next 

winter and to sustain gestation the next spring (Phillips 1984). 
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Field Methods 

GMGS were live-trapped for 19 successive years (1990-2008) during the active 

season (May to late August). In addition to trapping they were monitored daily by visual 

observations. The annual census (marking the entire resident population) took place 

from late May to early June. Pups were trapped and marked between late June and mid 

July as litters emerged from their natal burrows. Squirrels were trapped also in late July 

and late August, in order to record their weights as they were building fat reserves for 

hibernation. Throughout the summer, animals were observed daily and trapped 

opportunistically to capture and mark all new immigrants and refresh marks on 

residents. 

Single-door Tomahawk live-traps (12.7 x 12.7 x 40.6 cm) were baited with a 

mixture of sunflower seeds and peanut butter to lure GMGS. Once captured, squirrels 

were distinctly dye-marked with fur dye, and sex, weight, and female reproductive 

condition were recorded. New individuals received noncorrosive metal tags for both 

ears. The ear tag numbers were also recorded. Emerging pups were captured, dye-

marked, and ear-tagged at first emergence from their natal burrow. Their mothers’ ear 

tags were recorded as well as litter size. 

A total of 831 squirrels was captured during the study period. Age was known for 

704 squirrels because they were captured as juveniles when emerging from their natal 

burrows. We estimated age based on mass for 127 immigrants, whose exact ages were 

unknown. 

Matrix Population Model 

All population projection models were female-based models because we were not 

able to estimate reproductive parameters for male golden-mantled ground squirrels. 
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There was evidence for the effect of sex on survival (Kneip et al. In review), so we used 

female-only estimates of survival. For 19 years of the study, we estimated vital rates 

(survival, breeding probability, litter size) for 2 age-classes. For survival the age classes 

were juvenile (<1yr olds) and adult (≥1yr olds); and for reproduction we considered age 

classes yearling (=1yr olds) and older females (≥2yr olds) (Kneip et al. In review). The 

overall and year-specific demographic parameter estimates are provided in Appendices 

A and B, respectively. We assumed that age of last reproduction was 6 years (based on 

current data) and constructed a 6x6 age-structured matrix population model for both 

deterministic and stochastic analysis. The age of last reproduction was chosen because 

out of 326 known-age female squirrels only 1 had a maximum life span longer than 6 

years. The form of the age-structured population projection matrix including lower-level 

vital rates was: 

A(t)= 

Pj(t)* LS* BPy(t)* SRj Pa(t)* LS * BPa(t)* SRj Pa(t)* LS * BPa(t)* SRj Pa(t)* LS * BPa(t)* SRj Pa(t)* LS * BPa(t)* SRj Pa(t)* LS * BPa(t)* SRj

Pj(t) 0 0 0 0 0

0 Pa(t) 0 0 0 0

0 0 Pa(t) 0 0 0

0 0 0 Pa(t) 0 0

0 0 0 0 Pa(t) 0

 
 






 








 

(3-1) 

where Pj(t) denoted annual juvenile survival rate, Pa(t)  represented annual adult 

survival rate; LS was litter size, SRj symbolized sex ratio of pups at emergence, and 

BPy(t) and BPa(t) stood for yearling and older female breeding probability, respectively. 

Yearling (Fy) and older female (Fa) fertility rates were estimated using the post-

breeding census method (Caswell 2001), as the product of age-specific fecundity and 
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survival probability. Age-specific fecundity was determined as the product of breeding 

probability, litter size, and sex ratio. Being representative among ground squirrels, a 

balanced primary sex ratio (0.5) was assumed (Bronson 1979). 

Deterministic Analysis 

We constructed overall and year-specific deterministic models. For the overall or 

time-invariant model, a projection matrix A was obtained from a single estimate of the 

vital rates based on capture-mark-recapture data collected during the entire study 

period (1990-2008). For the year-specific model, a separate population projection matrix 

At was compiled for each year t using age-specific reproductive and age- and year-

specific survival estimates, totaling 18 projection matrices. We calculated the overall 

population growth rate λ based on the overall projection matrix A. The year-specific 

asymptotic population growth rates, λt, were determined as the dominant eigenvalues of 

the annual projection matrices At. The mean asymptotic population growth rate, λM, was 

calculated as the dominant eigenvalue of the mean matrix AM. 

The net reproductive rate, R0 and generation time, T for the overall matrix were 

determined using algorithms from Caswell (2001). These values did not vary 

substantially over time. 

The elasticity of the overall and yearly population growth rates to changes in 

matrix elements and lower-level vital rates were calculated using methods described by 

Caswell (2001). 

Environmental Stochasticity 

Eighteen year-specific population projection matrices At were used in the 

stochastic demographic analysis. There was strong evidence for temporal variation in 

age-specific survival rates, but not in breeding probability or litter size (Kneip et al. In 
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review). Therefore, year-specific matrices differed in survival rates but not in breeding 

probabilities or litter sizes. We assumed a uniform independent and identically 

distributed (iid) environment, and employed the simulation-based approach (50,000 

simulations) to estimate the stochastic population growth rate as: log 𝜆𝑠 = 1
𝑇
∑ 𝑟𝑡𝑇−1
𝑡=0 , 

where rt = log(n(t+1)/n(t)) is a one-step population growth rate (Caswell 2001, 

Tuljapurkar et al. 2003).  

Additionally, we calculated three types of elasticities of 𝜆𝑠 to matrix elements: 

𝐸𝑖𝑗𝑆
𝜇
, 𝐸𝑖𝑗𝑆

𝜎
, and 𝐸𝑖𝑗𝑆 , which are the elasticities of  λs with respect to  mean, variance, and 

both mean and variance, respectively, of the matrix element in row i and column j 

(Haridas and Tuljapurkar 2005) as: 

 𝐸𝑖𝑗𝐶 = lim𝑇→∞ �
1
𝑇
�∑ 𝑣𝑖(𝑡)𝐶𝑖𝑗(𝑡)𝑢𝑗(𝑡−1)

𝜆(𝑡) 〈𝑣(𝑡),𝑢(𝑡)〉 = 𝐸 �𝑣𝑖
(𝑡)𝐶𝑖𝑗(𝑡)𝑢𝑗(𝑡−1)
𝜆(𝑡) 〈𝑣(𝑡),𝑢(𝑡)〉 �

𝑇
𝑡=1  (3-2) 

where u(t) and v(t) vectors refer to stochastic population structure and reproductive 

value at time t, respectively. The symbol λ(t) represents the factor by which the 

population size grows from time t to t+1. The term 〈𝑣(𝑡),𝑢(𝑡)〉, stands for the scalar 

product of v(t) and u(t). First, we calculated the elasticity of 𝜆𝑠regarding both the mean 

and the variance of matrix elements 𝐸𝑖𝑗𝑆  as we perturbed both the mean and the 

variance of the matrix elements by equal proportions. Thus, we set 𝐶𝑖𝑗(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑖𝑗(𝑡) for 

every t in the above equation. Second, the elasticity of 𝜆𝑠 relating to the mean of matrix 

elements 𝐸𝑖𝑗𝑆
𝜇
 was calculated by perturbing the mean of the matrix elements without 

changing their variance. Therefore, we substituted 𝜇𝑖𝑗  for 𝐶𝑖𝑗(𝑡), where 𝜇𝑖𝑗 is the ijth 

entry of the matrix of mean matrix elements. Third, the elasticity of 𝜆𝑠 with respect to the 
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variance of matrix elements 𝐸𝑖𝑗𝑆
𝜎
 was calculated by perturbing the variance of the matrix 

elements without changing their mean. Hence, we set 𝐶𝑖𝑗(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑖𝑗(𝑡)− 𝜇𝑖𝑗.  

We simulated the growth of the GMGS population in an iid environment assuming 

that each of the 18 matrices is equally likely to occur. Each of the 50,000 independent 

realizations of population growth ran for 50 years and began with an initial population 

vector, n(0). The initial population vector was obtained by multiplying the stable-age 

distribution from the overall matrix by the average female population size (30) observed 

during the study (Caswell 2001, Morris and Doak 2005). 

Density Dependence and Environmental Stochasticity 

In order to introduce density dependence into our overall matrix model A, we used 

the best age-specific density-dependent model from a previous study. There was strong 

evidence for delayed, negative DD effect on survival and direct, positive DD effect on 

breeding probability (Kneip et al. In review). The functional DD relationship for survival 

(P) and breeding probability (BP) is described by the following logistic regression 

equations: 

 𝑃� = 1
1+𝑒−(𝛽𝑃0+𝛽𝑃𝑁∗𝑛) (3-3) 

 𝐵𝑃� = 1
1+𝑒−(𝛽𝐵𝑃0+𝛽𝐵𝑃𝑁∗n) (3-4) 

where β represents regression coefficients (𝛽𝑃0: survival intercept, 𝛽𝑃𝑁: density-

dependent survival coefficient, 𝛽𝐵𝑃0: breeding probability intercept, 𝛽𝐵𝑃𝑁: density-

dependent breeding probability coefficient). These slope parameters differ by age-class 

and all values are reported in Table 3-1. These density-dependent relationships were 

estimated using total population size (both sexes) and our population model was 

female-only, but the observed sex ratio did not vary much by year. Therefore, the 
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corresponding female population size was divided by the observed overall female sex 

ratio (0.515) to extrapolate from the number of females the approximate total population 

size, n. 

We projected the population growth for 50 years using the overall projection matrix 

A and an initial population vector n(0). The average observed female abundance (30) 

was used for initial population size. The initial population vector was calculated as 

described previously. We projected the future population size under 5 scenarios: (1) 

density-independent model where the overall matrix was used for projection without 

incorporating the effects of DD; (2) density-dependent survival rate; (3) density-

dependent breeding probability; (4) both survival rate and breeding probability density-

dependent; and (5) scenario 4 extended by including immigration. Immigration was 

accounted for in our matrix model by adding the mean observed number of new females 

to the appropriate age class (1 juvenile, 0 adult) at each time step. 

To calculate the probability of extinction, 50,000 simulation runs of 50 years were 

performed under different scenarios and the proportion of the runs with adult females 

less than the extinction threshold after a given time period was recorded. The three 

main scenarios for estimating probability of extinction included: (1) ES only; (2) ES and 

DD where both survival and BP were affected by population density; and (3) scenario 2 

extended by including immigration. ES and DD effects on survival were included by first 

accounting for the effects of density on survival and second by attributing the remaining 

variation (remainder) to ES. We estimated the remainder values as the differences 

between the logit survival estimates from the age-specific time-dependent model and 

the best age-specific DD model (calculated at the population density for that year) 
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(Figure 3-1). This resulted in 18 remainder values corresponding to each year of the 

study. Instead of selecting an entire matrix, we simulated ES by randomly selecting from 

the remainder values with equal probability and changing the DD survival probabilities 

by the corresponding remainder value at every time step: 

 𝑃� = 1
1+𝑒−(𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟+𝛽𝑃0+𝛽𝑃𝑁∗𝑛) (3-5) 

Because the additive logistic regression coefficients for each age-class differed between 

the time-dependent and DD models, the remainder value for each year was different for 

yearlings and adults, but by a fixed amount. At every time step, immigrants were added 

to every age class of the current year’s population vector, Nt, before projecting the 

population for the next year. Thus, the effects of immigration were included in the model 

as the observed number of immigrating individuals for each randomly selected year. 

The probability of quasi-extinction was estimated at various levels of quasi-extinction 

threshold (QET). We ran each of the aforementioned scenarios with QET=1, 3, and 5 

adult females. True extinction was represented by QET=1, while QET=3 and 5 denoted 

the lowest observed adult female individuals during the study. It is useful to look at 

several quasi-extinction thresholds set at critically low numbers to see how probability of 

extinction is impacted and also because low numbers are dangerous due to other 

stochastic processes such as demographic and genetic stochasticity. Our computations 

used MATLAB (2006) code that will be provided upon request. 

Results 

Deterministic Analysis 

The deterministic population growth rate, λ, for the overall population implied a 

decline of 9.5% per year (λ=0.905, 95% CI: 0.812-0.998). The year-to-year population 
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growth rate was highly variable as λt ranged between 0.445 and 1.244 (Figure. 3-2). 

The deterministic growth rate for the mean matrix, λM was 0.944 indicating a 5.6% per 

year decline. The net reproductive rate, R0 was 0.720 and the generation time, T was 

estimated as 2.484. 

For the overall matrix, we examined the elasticity of population growth rate to 

matrix elements (Fy, Fa, Pj, and Pa). The λ was proportionately most sensitive to Pj 

followed by Pa and Fa. The results of the lower-level elasticity analysis with respect to 

changes in vital rates (Pj, Pa, LS, BPy, and BPa) differed, because λ was 

proportionately most sensitive to changes in Pa, followed by Pj, LS, BPa, and BPy 

(Figure. 3-3). The annual elasticity pattern with respect to matrix elements and vital 

rates was similar to that described above for the overall matrix.  

Environmental Stochasticity 

The stochastic population growth rate, λs, was below replacement (λs= 0.912) 

suggesting an 8.8% annual population decline.  

For our GMGS population, λs responded most strongly to proportional changes in 

the average value of juvenile survival, followed by adult survival of the second age-

class, and fertility of 2 year-old and yearling females, respectively. The abovementioned 

matrix elements, in the same order, were also important in influencing 𝐸𝑖𝑗𝑆
𝜎  but in the 

opposite direction. This means that an increase in the mean of these matrix elements 

would increase while an increase in the variance would decrease λs. The overall 

stochastic elasticities display the same pattern as 𝐸𝑖𝑗𝑆
𝜇
 (Table 3-2). 

Including only the effects of environmental stochasticity, the distribution of total 

population size in 50 years for 50,000 independent realizations with initial total 
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population size of 30 is displayed in Figure 3-4. In most of the realizations the total 

population size declined over the 50 years from the initial 30. The distribution of the final 

population size is skewed to the right. Corresponding to this skew, the median of the 

realizations is 8.48 while the mean is 10.66 female squirrels (Figure. 3-4). 

Density Dependence and Environmental Stochasticity 

According to our expectation, density-dependence revealed a strong impact on the 

viability of the GMGS population in scenarios 2-5 compared to the DID model (Figure. 

3-5). Both the DID model and scenario 3 predicted that the squirrel population will go 

extinct within 50 years. The rate of decline was faster for scenario 3 where positive DD 

effects were implemented for breeding probability. After an initial decline, as 𝜆 

approached 1.0, the population size stabilized at 26.47, 23.65, and 18.80 for scenarios 

2, 5, and 4, respectively. 

The logit-transformed survival estimates computed by the best DD and time-

dependent models for adult and juvenile females are depicted in Figure 3-1a and b, 

respectively. The differences between the estimates of the two models were attributed 

to environmental stochasticity. These remainder values were used in the following 

analysis, which combined the influence of density and environmental stochasticity in 

predicting probability of quasi-extinction. 

With QET=1, probability of true extinction reached 90% after 50 years for the 

density-independent model (scenario 1; Figure. 3-6a). This scenario included only the 

effects of environmental stochasticity. When we incorporated DD (scenario 2; Figure. 3-

6a) and DD plus immigration (scenario 3; Figure. 3-6a) in addition to ES in our model, 

the probability of true extinction was reduced to 2% and 0%, respectively. As we raised 

the quasi-extinction threshold, the probability of quasi-extinction increased for each 
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scenario. At QET=3, the probability of extinction for scenarios 1, 2, and 3 was 97%, 

50%, and 15%, respectively (Figure. 3-6b). Setting QET=5, the respective extinction 

probabilities substantially rose to 99%, 93%, and 79% (Figure. 3-6c). 

Discussion 

Virtually all natural populations experience stochastic environmental variations 

which can influence demographic variables and population persistence  (Caswell 2001, 

Haridas and Tuljapurkar 2005). In addition to unpredictable environmental 

perturbations, several other phenomena can impact the dynamics of natural 

populations. For instance, density-dependence, demographic stochasticity, sex-ratio 

fluctuations, and demographic heterogeneity can considerably alter the predictions of 

population viability analysis (Morris and Doak 2002, Kendall and Wittmann 2010). 

Environmental stochasticity tends to destabilize population dynamics, cause random 

population fluctuations, reduce long-term population growth rate, and increase 

extinction risk (Coulson et al. 2000, Kendall and Wittmann 2010). Density-dependent 

mechanisms on the other hand dampen oscillations and eventually regulate populations 

(Royama 1992, Leirs et al. 1997, Turchin 2003, Grotan et al. 2009). Understanding the 

effects of a variable environment on population dynamics is especially important for 

populations that occupy habitats sensitive to temporal variability and climate change 

(Inouye et al. 2000, Ozgul et al. In press).  

We hypothesized that the demography of our GMGS population inhabiting a 

montane ecosystem is strongly influenced by environmental stochasticity. The extensive 

year-to-year fluctuations in abundance and deterministic growth rate indicated a highly 

variable population and formed the basis for our hypothesis. Total abundance ranged 

from 24 squirrels in 1999 and 2000 to 140 in 2005, almost a 6-fold difference. The 
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annual deterministic λ also varied widely between 0.45 and 1.24. The overall λ was 

0.905 indicating a 9.5% population decline per year. This population growth rate is not 

as critically low as the 0.721 reported for the collapsing Northern Idaho population 

(Sherman and Runge 2002), but still calls for concern especially considering that for ten 

out of 18 years λ was below replacement (λ<1). The population has recovered from low 

numbers to viable levels during our study period which is likely caused by the regulatory 

density-dependence effects. In addition, despite the low number of observed 

immigrants, including immigration in our models substantially reduced the probability of 

extinction. Nonetheless, increasing environmental variation can elevate uncertainty and 

amplify a population’s vulnerability to extinction. 

We found that the stochastic growth rate λs was lower than the deterministic 

growth rate of the mean matrix λM. This result is consistent with our expectation 

because long-term, environmental variation is supposed to reduce the population 

growth rate, through environmentally-induced variation in vital rates (Caswell 2001, 

Morris and Doak 2002). Indeed, the earlier study by Kneip et al. (In review) reported 

statistical evidence for temporal variation of survival as well as strong density-

independent effect of summer rainfall on this vital rate. Furthermore, our perturbation 

analysis showed that both deterministic and stochastic growth rates responded strongly 

to proportionate changes in survival matrix elements and vital rates.  

 As expected for a population with a below-replacement stochastic growth rate, 

the distribution of the population size (Figure. 3-4) predicted that in a stochastic 

environment the GMGS population would surely decline over a 50-year period. Most 
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realizations projected that the population size would be less than 10 within this time 

frame.  

The influence of environmental stochasticity is exacerbated by the effect of the 

predicted changes in climatic factors. The effect of climate change is anticipated to be 

most pronounced in polar and montane ecosystems such as the subalpine environment 

that the GMGS population occupies. According to a previous study by Kneip et al. (In 

review), both survival and reproduction were negatively affected by summer rainfall. 

Therefore, the potential impact of an increase in the mean and variance of precipitation 

is likely to influence the GMGS population’s growth rate and persistence as it has been 

demonstrated on several species (Morris et al. 2008, Jonzén et al. 2010). 

In addition to the broad fluctuations, we have witnessed population lows with as 

few as 5 adult female squirrels in 1999 and 2001; still the population proved resilient as 

it re-bounced and has not gone extinct. During the summer of 2001, the adult female 

population size dipped to 3 individuals because 2 females disappeared from the study 

site, most likely due to predation. We suspected that the combined effects of density-

dependence and immigration were responsible for the exhibited resilience. Density-

dependence was shown to operate in our GMGS population (Kneip et al. In review) and 

Grotan et al. (2009) demonstrated the strong influence of immigration on population 

dynamical responses. Immigration was low and variable among the years of our study 

period (Table 3-3). Interestingly, with the exception of one adult female immigrant in 

1991, there was no immigration recorded until 2000, the year following the lowest total 

and adult female abundance. Furthermore, between 2000 and 2007, with low adult 

female numbers in 2000-2002 and 2007, immigration occurred in 6 out of 8 years. 
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Hence, immigration has been likely an important factor in preventing extinction of our 

population. Indeed, when we accounted for both the effect of density on survival and 

breeding probability and immigration in our density-dependence analysis, after an initial 

decline the female population stabilized at the carrying capacity of 23.65 and did not go 

extinct. This is in contrast with density-independent model and the scenario where the 

positive effects of density were implemented for breeding probability (Figure. 3-5) 

because in these two cases the population headed for extinction. 

Similarly, when we introduced density-dependence and immigration to the 

stochastic model, our projections of extinction risk improved substantially even though 

the effect of density on breeding probability was positive. When we set quasi-extinction 

threshold to 1 (Figure. 3-6a), the density-independent, ES-only model (scenario 1) 

painted a pessimistic picture as extinction probability was 90% in 50 years. According to 

the density-dependent model (scenario 2), the population faced almost no extinction 

risk. The DD model, which incorporated immigration (scenario 3), further improved the 

population’s viability by reducing probability of extinction to zero. We included the 

influence of immigration in our model, because the survival estimates from Kneip et al. 

(In review) implicitly included the confounding effects of emigration. Therefore, the 

results of the combined model depicted in Figures 3-6a describe a fluctuating but 

persistent population in the long term. 

To simulate the persistence of our GMGS population under various levels of quasi-

extinction threshold, we projected the probability of extinction by setting QET=3 (Figure. 

3-6b) and 5 (Figure. 3-6c), representing the lowest observed adult female population 

sizes. It was apparent, that extinction probabilities considerably increased as QET was 
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raised. Setting QET=5 implied a conservative approach since we anticipated quasi-

extinction when there are 5 adult females in the population even though we have 

observed the population re-bound from this threshold twice during the study. However, 

after those years immigration took place which may have been the reason for why the 

population has not gone extinct. In the context of global climate change, the influence of 

environmental stochasticity is predicted to increase on population dynamics which 

suggests amplified fluctuations in abundance of our GMGS population. An increase in 

the frequency of population lows would mean increased uncertainty for this population 

because immigration events may not always come to the population’s rescue.  

Leirs et al. (1997) also investigated the effects of both DD and DID processes in a 

rodent species (Mastomys natalensis) which exhibits extensive population fluctuations. 

They modeled DID effects on the dynamics of this species by examining only one DID 

factor (rainfall) but noted that this ecological variable alone did not explain all the DID 

variation. In our analysis, we intended to account for the effects of all environmental 

variation and used the remainder values (Figure. 3-1) to explain the effects of ES in our 

combined DD and ES models (Figure. 3-6). 

Our analysis predicts an uncertain future for this squirrel population. Both 

deterministic and stochastic growth rates as well as the simulation-based projections of 

the distribution of population size and time to quasi-extinction predict the likelihood of 

near-term extinction. However, the population persisted despite wide fluctuations in 

population size and bounced back from low numbers as much as 6-fold. Stochastic 

processes such as environmental and demographic stochasticity as well as increases in 

the mean and variability of precipitation may increase GMGS vulnerability to extinction. 
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This may be reduced by the regulatory effect of density-dependent mechanisms and the 

effect of immigration. Moreover, immigration is a likely process explaining the resilience 

exhibited by this population (Tamarin 1978, Boyce et al. 2006). Nevertheless, as 

environmental variability is likely to exacerbate the fluctuations in GMGS abundance, 

the population may tip over such that squirrels reach low numbers frequently enough 

that, without the rescue effect of immigration, persistence will become precarious. 
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Table 3-1.  Regression coefficients for logit-transformed survival and logit-transformed 
breeding probability (BP) for the golden-mantled ground squirrel population in 
Gothic, CO (Kneip et al. In review).  

  Coefficient, β     

Parameter Intercept Density term 95% CI 
Juvenile survival -0.06459 -0.01068 -0.015 -0.006 
Adult survival 0.8072 -0.01068 -0.015 -0.006 
Yearling BP -2.012253 0.01386 0.005 0.023 
Older female BP 0.06594 0.01386 0.005 0.023 

 

Table 3-2.  Elasticities of stochastic population growth rate (λs) to mean (ESμ), variance 
(ESσ), and both mean and variance (ES) of matrix elements. Notation includes 
fertility of yearlings (Fy) and adults (Fa(x)), juvenile recruitment (Pj), and adult 
survival (Pa(x)) where x denotes the age of adult female GMGS. For all 3 
types of elasticities, the highest absolute values are bold. 

Parameters ESμ ESσ ES 
Fy 0.113 -0.010 0.103 
Fa(2) 0.145 -0.009 0.135 
Fa(3) 0.083 -0.005 0.078 
Fa(4) 0.048 -0.003 0.045 
Fa(5) 0.027 -0.002 0.026 
Fa(6) 0.016 -0.001 0.015 
Pj 0.326 -0.028 0.298 
Pa(2) 0.174 -0.011 0.162 
Pa(3) 0.091 -0.006 0.085 
Pa(4) 0.043 -0.003 0.040 
Pa(5) 0.016 -0.001 0.015 
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Table 3-3.  The number of juvenile and adult female golden-mantled ground squirrels 
that immigrated to our study site in Gothic, CO, each year of the study. 

Capture Year Juvenile Adult 
1990 0 0 
1991 0 1 
1992 0 0 
1993 0 0 
1994 0 0 
1995 0 0 
1996 0 0 
1997 0 0 
1998 0 0 
1999 0 0 
2000 2 0 
2001 0 0 
2002 3 0 
2003 1 0 
2004 1 0 
2005 0 0 
2006 4 0 
2007 1 0 
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Figure 3-1.  Relationship between annual population density and the age-specific logit-

transformed survival rate. a) adult and b) juvenile female golden-mantled 
ground squirrels between 1990 and 2007. Filled circles represent the yearly 
logit-transformed survival estimates from the full time-dependent model. The 
solid line is a regression line connecting the density-dependent estimates 
from the most parsimonious density-dependent model. Open circles are the 
logit-transformed survival estimates from the best density dependent model 
calculated at the population size for each year. “Remainder values” are 
symbolized as connector line segments between the dots and the regression 
line at x values denoting densities calculated for each year. 
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Figure 3-2.  Annual variation in the deterministic population growth rate with 95% CI for 

female golden-mantled ground squirrels during 1990-2007. 
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Figure 3-3.  Elasticity of projected population growth rate λ to proportional changes in 
the lower level vital rates of the overall matrix A. Pj represents juvenile 
apparent survival, Pa symbolizes adult apparent survival, LS denotes litter 
size, BPy stands for yearling breeding probability, and BPa is older female 
breeding probability. 
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Figure 3-4.  Frequency distribution of population size in 50 years including only the 

effects of environmental stochasticity. The histogram shows the results of 
50,000 realizations of simulating the GMGS population in a uniform 
independently and identically distributed (iid) stochastic environment. All 
simulations start from the same initial overall age distribution and initial 
population size of 30 females. We discarded the first 100 transient iterations. 
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Figure 3-5.  Projected abundance of the female GMGS population for 50 years using 

the overall projection matrix and the average female abundance (30) under 5 
scenarios for density-dependence. (1) density-independent model; (2) 
density-dependent survival rate; (3) density-dependent breeding probability; 
(4) both survival rate and breeding probability density-dependent; and (5) 
scenario 4 was extended by including immigration. Immigration was 
accounted for in our matrix model by adding the mean observed number of 
new individuals to the appropriate age class (1 juvenile, 0 adult) at each time 
step. In the above scenarios, the density-independent variables were fixed to 
the values estimated for the entire study period. Environmental stochasticity 
was not included in any of these models. 
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Figure 3-6.  Probability of quasi extinction under various scenarios of environmental 

stochasticity, density-dependence, and differing levels of quasi-extinction 
threshold for the golden-mantled ground squirrel population. Scenarios 
included: 1) environmental stochasticity only; 2) environmental stochasticity 
and density-dependence for both survival and breeding probability; and 3) 
scenario 2 extended by including immigration. Immigrants were added to 
every age class of the current year’s population vector, Nt. All simulations 
start from the same initial population vector (obtained as multiplying the 
overall stable-age distribution by the average females population size of 30). 
Quasi-extinction threshold was established as: a) 1 (true extinction), b) 3, and 
c) 5 adult females. 
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CHAPTER 4 
CONCLUSION 

To decipher the population and species-level consequences of anticipated climate 

change, it is important to quantify the influence of density-dependent and density-

independent factors on population fluctuations. Many studies suggest that density-

dependent mechanisms ultimately stabilize natural populations; others argue that 

random variations in climatic factors introduce destabilizing effects to population 

dynamics. Empirical examples demonstrating how both of these processes act in 

concert are rare. The goal of this research was to examine how random environmental 

variation and density-dependent mechanisms interact to cause fluctuations in the 

abundance and influence the future persistence of a golden-mantled ground squirrel 

population. This population was chosen because it occupies a subalpine habitat, which 

is sensitive to climate change. Additionally, a 19-year demographic data set was 

available for analysis. 

Because the effects of environmental variability on population growth are mediated 

through their influence on vital rates, I examined whether climatic factors affected 

demographic parameters including survival rate, breeding probability, and litter size. 

The results from this analysis revealed that both density-dependent and extrinsic 

environmental factors impacted demographic variables although in different manners. 

While population size (previous year’s) had a substantial negative effect on survival of 

both sexes and age classes, a climatic parameter (summer rainfall) influenced both 

survival and reproduction (breeding probability) of the golden-mantled ground squirrels. 

Current and previous summer rainfall negatively influenced juvenile survival and 
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yearling breeding probability, respectively. Therefore, I concluded that precipitation; a 

density-independent, climatic variable had a strong influence on this population. 

Global climate change is predicted to amplify the variance of climatic parameters. 

It is likely that populations inhabiting stochastic environments, such as the golden-

mantled ground squirrels, will experience increasing stochastic variation in vital rates 

and abundance. Consequently, this variability will reduce long-term population growth 

rate and increase extinction risk. 

My initial findings merited further analyses to predict the probability of extinction of 

this population. While there was evidence for the strong influence of one climatic factor, 

summer rainfall, on both survival and reproduction, I was interested in accounting for 

the full effects of environmental stochasticity. Therefore, in addition to the deterministic 

and density-dependent analysis, I also conducted stochastic demographic analyses for 

the golden-mantled ground squirrel population.  

The results from these analyses showed that environmental stochasticity 

increased and density-dependence decreased the golden-mantled ground squirrel 

population’s probability of extinction. As predicted, stochastic processes increased 

fluctuations in population size, destabilizing the population, whereas density-

dependence dampened these oscillations and improved the population’s likelihood of 

persistence.  

In addition to the wide fluctuations in total abundance, the population’s persistence 

was uncertain when adult female population size dipped to as low as 5 and 3 individuals 

during the study period. However, the population rebounded twice from such low adult 

female numbers. I suspected that in addition to the regulatory effect of density-
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dependence, another process, such as immigration most likely played a critical role in 

the population’s resilience and included immigration in my model. According to my 

analysis, immigration proved an important process that rescued the population from 

extinction. Despite these stabilizing factors, my analysis predicted an uncertain future 

for this population over the long term. In the context of climate change, environmental 

stochasticity is likely to increase and destabilize the dynamics of the golden-mantled 

ground squirrel population and biological populations in general.  

This study highlighted the vulnerability not only of this golden-mantled ground 

squirrel population but also of other wildlife populations that inhabit stochastic 

environments. Therefore, my results may prove informative to conservation agencies 

attempting to protect rare or endangered species in the face of global climate change. 

Because endangered populations tend to be small, the effects of environmental 

stochasticity are likely to be exacerbated by other stochastic mechanisms such as 

demographic and genetic stochasticity. The combined effects of these processes are 

expected to make the future persistence of endangered populations precarious. 
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APPENDIX A 
SURVIVAL MODELS TESTING FOR THE EFFECTS OF SEX, AGE, AND TIME 

Analysis of age-specific apparent survival rates for the golden-mantled ground 

squirrel population in Gothic, CO using multistate mark-recapture models. Models 

testing for the effect of a) sex and age; and b) time. Constant survival and time-specific 

survival models also are included for comparison. In both analyses, the most 

parsimonious models are bold. 

No.   Model   Δ AICc AICc wi npar 
(1)               
1   Φ(age + sex)   0.00 2071.14 0.720 3 
2   Φ(age * sex)   1.89 2073.03 0.280 4 
3   Φ(sex)   34.60 2105.75 0.000 2 
4   Φ(age)   63.74 2134.89 0.000 2 
5   Φ(.)   112.29 2183.43 0.000 1 
                
(2)               
1   Φ(age + sex + time)   0.00 2062.28 0.790 20 
2   Φ(sex + age * time)   2.75 2065.03 0.200 36 
3   Φ(age + sex)   8.86 2071.14 0.009 3 
4   Φ(age + sex * time)   16.55 2078.84 0.000 37 
5   Φ((age + sex) * time)   18.22 2080.51 0.000 53 
6   Φ(.)   121.14 2183.43 0.000 1 
 

Differences in Akaike's information criterion corrected for small sample size (Δ AICc), 
AICc, weights (wi), and number of parameters (npar) are given for each model. The 
symbol Φ refers to apparent annual survival rate. Annual recapture rate and transition 
rate are fixed for all models, therefore they are not included in model descriptions. The 
symbol (.) indicates constant value of the parameter (model with intercept only). The 
notation ((age+sex)*time) means interaction between time and both age and sex 
classes.  
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APPENDIX B 
SURVIVAL MODELS TESTING FOR THE EFFECTS OF DENSITY-DEPENDENT AND 

–INDEPENDENT FACTORS 

Models testing for the effect of a) current (Nt) and previous (Nt-1) year's population 

size; b) abiotic factors; c) environmental factors including predation; and d) the relative 

and synergistic effects of the best intrinsic, density-dependent, and extrinsic 

environmental factors on the state-specific apparent survival rates for the golden-

mantled ground squirrel population in Gothic, CO using multistate mark-recapture 

models. General model (model a/12) is also included for comparison. In all analyses, 

the most parsimonious models are bold. Not all models are shown for parts a and b. 

No.   Model Δ AICc AICc wi npar 
(a)             
1   Φ(age + sex + Nt-1) 0.00 2047.27 0.199 4 
2   Φ(sex + age * Nt-1) 0.84 2048.10 0.131 5 
3   Φ(age + sex + Nt + Nt-1) 0.95 2048.22 0.123 5 
4   Φ(age + sex * Nt-1) 1.14 2048.41 0.112 5 
5   Φ((age + sex) * Nt-1) 1.74 2049.01 0.083 6 
6   Φ(sex + age * Nt-1 + Nt) 1.77 2049.04 0.082 6 
7   Φ(age + sex + Nt * Nt-1) 1.94 2049.20 0.075 6 
8   Φ(age + sex * Nt-1 + Nt) 2.10 2049.37 0.070 6 
9   Φ((age + sex) * Nt-1 + Nt) 2.67 2049.94 0.052 7 
10   Φ(sex + age * Nt + Nt-1) 2.75 2050.02 0.050 6 
11   Φ((age + sex) * Nt + Nt-1) 4.48 2051.75 0.021 7 
12   Φ(age + sex + time) 15.02 2062.28 0.000 20 
              
(b)             
1   Φ(sex + age * raint + raint-1:A) 0.00 2060.13 0.236 6 
2   Φ(sex + age * raint) 0.92 2061.05 0.149 5 
3   Φ(sex + age * raint + raint-1:A + bgt-1:A) 1.02 2061.15 0.142 7 
4   Φ(sex + age * raint + raint-1:A + bgt) 1.81 2061.94 0.095 7 
5   Φ(sex + age + time) 2.15 2062.28 0.080 20 
6   Φ(sex + age * raint + bgt-1:A) 2.33 2062.45 0.074 6 
7   Φ(sex + age * raint + bgt) 2.62 2062.75 0.064 6 
8   Φ(sex + age * raint + raint-1:A + bgt + bgt-1:A) 2.91 2063.04 0.055 8 
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9   Φ(sex + age * raint + bgt + bgt-1:A) 4.09 2064.22 0.030 7 
10   Φ(sex + age + raint + raint-1:A + bgt-1:A) 4.31 2064.44 0.027 6 
              
(c)             
1   Φ(sex + age * raint + pred) 0.00 2053.01 0.489 6 
2   Φ(sex + age * raint + raint-1:A + pred) 0.77 2053.78 0.334 7 
3   Φ(sex + age * pred + raint + raint-1:A) 5.08 2058.09 0.039 7 
4   Φ(sex + age * pred) 5.40 2058.41 0.033 5 
5   Φ(age + sex + pred + raint-1:A) 5.80 2058.81 0.027 5 
6   Φ(age + sex + pred) 6.84 2059.85 0.016 4 
7   Φ(age + sex + pred + raint + raint-1:A) 6.88 2059.89 0.016 6 
8   Φ(sex + age * raint + raint-1:A) 7.12 2060.13 0.014 6 
9   Φ(sex + age * pred + raint) 7.23 2060.24 0.013 6 
10   Φ(sex + age * raint) 8.04 2061.05 0.009 5 
11   Φ(age + sex + pred + raint) 8.64 2061.65 0.007 5 
12   Φ(sex + age + time) 9.27 2062.28 0.005 20 
             
(d)             
1   Φ(sex + age * raint + Nt-1) 0.00 2039.15 0.441 6 
2   Φ(sex + age * raint + pred + Nt-1) 1.22 2040.37 0.239 7 
3   Φ(sex + age * raint + raint-1:A + Nt-1) 1.62 2040.77 0.197 7 
4   Φ(sex + age * raint + raint-1:A + Nt-1 + pred) 2.94 2042.09 0.101 8 
5   Φ(age + sex + Nt-1) 8.26 2047.41 0.007 4 
6   Φ(age + sex + Nt-1 + pred) 8.78 2047.93 0.005 5 
7   Φ(age + sex + Nt-1 + raint-1:A) 9.12 2048.27 0.005 5 
8   Φ(age + sex + Nt-1 + raint-1:A + pred) 9.53 2048.68 0.004 6 
9   Φ(sex + age * raint + pred) 13.86 2053.01 0.000 6 
10   Φ(sex + age * raint + raint-1:A + pred) 14.63 2053.78 0.000 7 
11   Φ(age + sex + raint-1:A + pred) 19.66 2058.81 0.000 5 
12   Φ(sex + age + pred) 20.70 2059.85 0.000 4 
13   Φ(sex + age * raint + raint-1:A) 20.98 2060.13 0.000 6 
14   Φ(sex + age * raint) 21.90 2061.05 0.000 5 
15   Φ(sex + age + time) 23.13 2062.28 0.000 20 
16   Φ(sex + age + raint-1:A) 30.11 2069.26 0.000 4 
17   Φ(sex + age) 31.99 2071.14 0.000 3 
 

For symbols and table content descriptions, refer to Table 1 footnotes. The 

following variable notations are used: current (Nt) and previous (Nt-1) population size, 
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current (raint) and previous (raint-1) summer rain fall, current (bgt) and previous (i) first 

day of bare ground, and predation (pred). In addition, the effects of previous year's rain 

fall and previous first day of bare ground on survival were only relevant to adult animals. 

Hence, we analyzed the effects of these parameters only for the adult segment of the 

population. Notation for these parameters therefore are: raint-1:A and  bgt-1:A, 

respectively. 
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APPENDIX C 
BREEDING PROBABILITY MODELS TESTING FOR THE EFFECTS OF INTRINSIC, 

DENSITY-DEPENDENT AND –INDEPENDENT FACTORS 

Models testing for the effect of a) age and time; b) current (Nt) and previous (Nt-1) 

year's population size; c) environmental factors including predation; and d) the relative 

and synergistic effects of the best intrinsic, density dependent, and environmental 

factors on breeding probability of the golden-mantled ground squirrel population in 

Gothic, CO using logistic regression. In all analyses, the most parsimonious models are 

bold. 

No.   Model Δ AICc AICc wi npar 
(1)       
1  Ψ(age) 0.00 295.96 1.000 2 
2  Ψ(.) 37.11 333.07 0.000 1 
3  Ψ(time) 52.75 348.71 0.000 19 
       
(2)       
1  Ψ(age + Nt) 0.00 287.67 0.242 3 
2  Ψ(age + Nt + Nt-1) 0.31 287.98 0.207 4 
3  Ψ(age * Nt) 0.93 288.60 0.152 4 
4  Ψ(age * Nt-1 + Nt) 1.32 288.99 0.125 5 
5  Ψ(age * Nt + Nt-1) 1.51 289.18 0.114 5 
6  Ψ(age + Nt * Nt-1) 2.31 289.98 0.076 5 
7  Ψ(age + Nt-1 * Nt) 2.31 289.98 0.076 5 
8  Ψ(age) 8.28 295.96 0.004 2 
9  Ψ(age + Nt-1) 8.86 296.54 0.003 3 
10  Ψ(age * Nt-1) 9.84 297.51 0.002 4 
       
(3)       
1  Ψ(age * raint-1) 0.00 279.56 0.652 4 
2  Ψ(age * raint-1 + pred) 1.41 280.98 0.322 5 
3  Ψ(age + raint-1) 8.01 287.57 0.012 3 
4  Ψ(age + raint-1 + pred) 8.91 288.47 0.008 4 
5  Ψ(age * pred + raint-1) 9.79 289.35 0.005 5 
6  Ψ(age * raint) 13.46 293.02 0.001 4 
7  Ψ(age + raint) 14.92 294.49 0.000 3 
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No.   Model Δ AICc AICc wi npar 
8  Ψ(age) 16.39 295.96 0.000 2 
9  Ψ(age * bgt-1) 17.38 296.94 0.000 4 
10  Ψ(age + pred) 17.92 297.49 0.000 3 
11  Ψ(age * pred) 18.00 297.56 0.000 4 
12  Ψ(age + bgt) 18.34 297.90 0.000 3 
13  Ψ(age + bgt-1) 18.35 297.91 0.000 3 
14  Ψ(age * bgt) 20.33 299.89 0.000 4 
       
(4)       
1  Ψ(age * raint-1 + Nt) 0.00 279.34 0.511 5 
2  Ψ(age * raint-1) 0.22 279.56 0.457 4 
3  Ψ(age + Nt) 8.33 287.67 0.008 3 
4  Ψ(age) 16.61 295.96 0.000 2 
 

For symbols and table content descriptions, refer to Table 2 footnotes. The symbol 

Ψ refers to breeding probability. 
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APPENDIX D 
LITTER SIZE MODELS TESTING FOR THE EFFECTS OF INTRINSIC, DENSITY-

DEPENDENT AND –INDEPENDENT FACTORS 

Models testing for the effect of a) age and time; b) current (Nt) and previous (Nt-1) 

year's population size; c) environmental factors including predation; and d) the relative 

and synergistic effects of the best intrinsic, density dependent, and environmental 

factors on litter size for the golden-mantled ground squirrel population in Gothic, CO 

using Poisson regression. In all analyses, the most parsimonious models are bold. 

No.   Model Δ AIC AIC wi npar 
(1)       
1  LS (.) 0.00 532.79 0.717 1 
2  LS (age) 1.87 534.66 0.282 2 
3  LS (time) 13.69 546.49 0.001 19 
       
(2)       
1  LS (Nt) 0.00 531.50 0.341 2 
2  LS (Nt * Nt-1) 1.28 532.78 0.180 4 
3  LS (.) 1.29 532.79 0.179 1 
4  LS (Nt-1) 1.37 532.87 0.172 2 
5  LS (Nt + Nt-1) 1.97 533.47 0.128 3 
       
(3)       
1  LS (.) 0.00 532.79 0.222 1 
2  LS (bgt-1) 0.70 533.50 0.156 2 
3  LS (pred) 1.42 534.21 0.109 2 
4  LS (age) 1.87 534.66 0.087 2 
5  LS (bgt) 1.92 534.71 0.085 2 
6  LS (raint-1) 1.98 534.78 0.082 2 
7  LS (raint) 2.00 534.79 0.082 2 
8  LS (bgt-1 + pred) 2.31 535.11 0.070 3 
9  LS (age + bgt-1) 2.64 535.44 0.059 3 
10  LS (bgt-1 * pred) 4.31 537.10 0.026 4 
11  LS (age * bgt-1) 4.58 537.37 0.022 4 
       
(4)       
1  LS (Nt) 0.00 531.50 0.221 2 
2  LS (bgt-1 + Nt) 0.52 532.02 0.171 3 
3  LS (.) 1.29 532.79 0.116 1 
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4  LS (bgt-1 * Nt) 1.50 533.00 0.105 4 
5  LS (bgt-1) 2.00 533.50 0.082 2 
6  LS (bgt-1 + Nt + pred) 2.09 533.59 0.078 4 
7  LS (pred) 2.71 534.21 0.057 2 
8  LS (bgt-1 * Nt + pred) 3.14 534.65 0.046 5 
9  LS (age) 3.16 534.66 0.046 2 
10  LS (bgt-1 + pred) 3.60 535.11 0.037 3 
11  LS (bgt-1 * pred + Nt) 4.04 535.54 0.029 5 
12  LS (bgt-1 * pred) 5.60 537.10 0.013 4 
13  LS (time) 14.99 546.49 0.000 19 
 

For symbols and table content descriptions, refer to Table 2 footnotes. The symbol LS 

refers to litter size. 
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